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Rationale: Emphysema occurs in distinct pathologic patterns, but little
is knownabout the epidemiologic associations of these patterns. Stan-
dard quantitative measures of emphysema from computed tomogra-
phy (CT) do not distinguish between distinct patterns of parenchymal
destruction.
Objectives: To study the epidemiologic associations of distinct em-
physema patterns with measures of lung-related physiology, func-
tion, and health care use in smokers.
Methods: Using a local histogram-based assessment of lung density,
we quantified distinct patterns of low attenuation in 9,313 smokers
in theCOPDGeneStudy. Todetermine if suchpatternsprovidenovel
insights into chronic obstructive pulmonary disease epidemiology,
we tested for their association with measures of physiology, func-
tion, and health care use.
Measurements and Main Results: Compared with percentage of low-
attenuation area less than2950 Hounsfield units (%LAA-950), local
histogram-based measures of distinct CT low-attenuation patterns
aremorepredictiveofmeasuresof lung function,dyspnea,qualityof
life, and health care use. These patterns are strongly associated
with awide array ofmeasures of respiratory physiology and function,
and most of these associations remain highly significant (P , 0.005)
after adjusting for%LAA-950. In smokerswithout evidenceof chronic
obstructivepulmonary disease, themild centrilobular disease pattern
is associatedwith lower FEV1 andworse functional status (P, 0.005).
Conclusions: Measures of distinct CT emphysema patterns provide
novel information about the relationship between emphysema
and key measures of physiology, physical function, and health care

use. Measures of mild emphysema in smokers with preserved lung
function can be extracted from CT scans and are significantly asso-
ciated with functional measures.
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Emphysema,definedasalveolardestructionandairspaceenlarge-
ment distal to the terminal bronchiole, is a characteristic patho-
logic process of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
(1). Quantitativemeasures of emphysema can be assessed in vivo
with computed tomography (CT), and semiautomated processes
for extracting this information have enabled efficient quantitative
characterization of emphysema in large-scale studies. Numerous
studies have demonstrated association between quantitative
measures of emphysema severity and physiologic parameters of
lung function (2–5), functional status and dyspnea (6–9), genetic
polymorphisms (10–18), and clinical outcomes (19–21).

The standard approach to CT-based quantification of emphy-
sema is to definea threshold in the lungdensity histogram that dif-
ferentiates emphysematous from preserved lung (22). One
limitation of this approach is that, by representing the burden
of emphysema as a single number, information present in the
local patterns of emphysematous involvement is lost. Three dis-
tinct patterns of emphysema based on distribution within the
secondary lobule (centrilobular, panlobular [PL], and pleural-
based [PB]) have been well-described in pathologic studies, and
previous work has demonstrated that these emphysematous pat-
terns can be accurately detected on CT (23–25). More sophisti-
cated quantitative emphysema detection methods have been
shown tobe capable of accurately classifying discrete lung regions
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AT A GLANCE COMMENTARY

Scientific Knowledge on the Subject

Emphysema occurs in distinct pathologic patterns, but it is
technically challenging to efficiently extract information on
these patterns from computed tomography (CT) scans.
Consequently, little is known about the clinical associations
of these patterns.

What This Study Adds to the Field

This study demonstrates that quantitative measures of distinct
emphysema patterns from CT provide novel information
relevant to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease epidemi-
ology and phenotyping that is distinct from the information
provided by a standard quantitative CT emphysema measure.
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into distinct emphysema patterns fromCT scans, but these meth-
ods are difficult to apply to large cohorts because of the high
computational cost of these algorithms (26–29).

We have characterized the percentage of five CT emphysema
patterns (mild centrilobular, moderate centrilobular, severe cen-
trilobular, PL, and PB) and the percentage of nonemphysema-
tous (NE) lung present in the CT scans of 9,313 smokers using
a tissue classification scheme based on the local histogram of
lung density (30). We hypothesized the following: (1) the local
histogram-based emphysema (LHE) patterns identified by this
method would be associated with COPD-related physiologic
and functional measures; (2) these associations would persist
after adjustment for a standard measure of quantitative emphy-
sema on CT, the percent of emphysema defined by lung tissue
with anattenuationvalue less than2950Hounsfieldunits (%LAA-
950); and (3) LHE patterns would be more predictive of COPD-
related physiologic and functional measures than %LAA-950.
Some of the results of these studies have been previously reported
in the form of an abstract (31).

METHODS

Study Population

Between 2007 and 2011, 10,192 non-Hispanic white (n ¼ 6,784) and
African-American (n ¼ 3,408) smokers were enrolled into the
COPDGene Study, a previously described (32) multicenter study
designed to investigate the genetic and epidemiologic associations of
COPD. Volumetric CT scans of the chest were obtained at full inflation
and relaxed exhalation. Spirometry was performed with an NDD Easy-
One TM Spirometer (Zurich, Switzerland) in accordance with American
Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society recommendations
(33). Dyspnea and lung disease–specific quality of life measures were
obtained through the use of previously validated questionnaire items
(34, 35). Participants with a history of active lung disease other than
asthma, emphysema, or COPD were excluded from COPDGene. The
COPDGene study was approved by the institutional review boards of
all participating centers.

Local Histogram-based Quantitative

Emphysema Measures

Characterization of the emphysema pattern was performed using local
histogram information (30). To train the algorithm, 267 CT scans at full
inspiration from the COPDGene cohort were processed to yield 1,337
regions of interest (ROIs) of size 24.18 3 24.18 mm2. Each of these
ROIs were labeled by a physician with expertise in chest radiology, and
these labels were used to learn a classifier that would classify new ROIs
into one of six categories (NE, centrilobular emphysema by increasing
amount of severity [CL1, CL2, CL3], PL emphysema, and PB emphy-
sema). Figure 1 shows representative ROIs with the corresponding
axial CT slice.

Detailed definitions for each emphysema type are listed in Table E1
in the online supplement. Briefly, areas of lung with normal-appearing
architecture were labeledNE. Centrilobular emphysema labels were ap-
plied to regions with emphysematous destruction within the secondary
pulmonary lobule with overall preservation of architecture (CL1), more
confluent emphysema but preservation of the bronchovascular bundle
(CL2), or confluent emphysema with obliteration of the bronchovascu-
lar bundle but preservation of septa (CL3). Regions with complete ef-
facement of the parenchyma including the septa and bronchovascular
bundles were labeled as PL. Regions of emphysema abutting a pleural
surface were labeled as PB.

Using the expert-provided labels from the training set as a reference,
the LHE method was applied to the remaining scans in COPDGene to
generate for each scan six continuous measures representing the lung
volume percentage that was classified into each of the six patterns.
The LHE approach exploits the difference that is observed between
the local histogram for each emphysema pattern ROI illustrated in
Figure 1. The local histogram for each ROIs was computed using a ker-
nel density estimator (36). A k nearest neighbors (kNN) classifier

assigned each ROI local histogram to the emphysema patterns based
on a majority consensus from the k nearest training samples to the ROI
local histogram. The distance between the test ROI local histogram
and the training local histograms was computed using the L1 norm. For
this initial kNN classification, PB emphysema training samples were
excluded and each ROI was assigned a label for one of the following
types: NE, CL1, CL2, CL3, or PL.

Given that PB emphysema is defined as emphysema occurring near
the chest wall, we classified a sample as PB if it abutted the chest wall
and the corresponding label was classified as one of the emphysema pat-
terns: CL1, CL2, CL3, or PL. An ROI was defined to be corresponding
to the chest wall if the percentage of high-density pixels (defined as
.0 HU) was greater than 0.25. This threshold was obtained based on
the PB training datasets. The output of the classification method for
a sagittal slice is illustrated in Figure 1C.

Detailed information about the computational approach is included in
the online supplement along with information about the validity and repeat-
ability of the local histogrammethod (see Tables E3 and E4 and Figure E3).

Threshold-based Emphysema Measures

Threshold-based measures of %LAA-950 and %LAA-910 were calcu-
lated for each lung CT scan by quantifying the percentage of the overall
lung density histogram below the2950 or2910 Hounsfield unit thresh-
old, respectively.

Statistical Analysis

Bar plots were used to visualize the median percentage of each emphy-
sema pattern by Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive LungDisease
(GOLD) stage and by discretized %LAA-950. Nonlinearities in the re-
lation between emphysema patternswere visualizedwith scatterplotma-
trices. LHE patterns were related to COPD-related variables of interest
(e.g., spirometric measures, functional status, and so forth) through sep-
arate regressionmodels. A full list of COPD-relatedmeasures tested for
association is presented in Tables E6–E8. In these models, the COPD-
related variable of interest was the dependent variable and each LHE
pattern was included as an independent variable in a separate regression
equation. Linear and logistic regressions were used for continuous and
binary outcomes, respectively. For ordered categorical outcomes, linear
regression was used and proportional odds logistic regression was
also conducted to confirm the validity of associations. Associations
were tested first in a base model that adjusted for age, sex, race, and
pack-years of smoking exposure. These associations were subse-
quently tested in a model adjusting for %LAA-950 in addition to
the base variables.

To evaluate the relative contributions of %LAA-950 and the LHE
patterns in predicting key COPD-relatedmeasures, multivariate models
were used to relate %LAA-950 and the five pathologic LHE patterns
(leaving out the NE pattern) to four COPD-related measures (FEV1,
the Modified Medical Research Council [MMRC] dyspnea score [37],
6-minute walk distance [6MWD], and number of COPD exacerbations
over the past year). For each COPD-related measure, three models
were used to relate %LAA-950, LHE patterns, and both %LAA-950
and LHE patterns, respectively, to the measure. Linear regression was
used for all four outcomes, and for MMRC score and number of exac-
erbations ordinal logistic regression was also performed. The goodness of
fit of these models was assessed by the F statistic and Akaike information
criterion. Both measures account for the differing degrees of freedom of
the LHE and %LAA-950 models. All analyses were conducted using
R 2.14 (38). This same process was also performed to compare the
predictive performance of %LAA-910 with the LHE measures.

RESULTS

Of the 10,192 smokers enrolled in COPDGene, complete quan-
titative emphysema and covariate data were available for 9,313
individuals. The clinical characteristics of these individuals are
shown in Table 1. Of the 9,313 individuals, 44% were control
subjects with normal spirometry (smoking control subjects); 8%
were GOLD stage 1; 36% were GOLD stages 2–4; and 12%
were not classifiable by GOLD criteria because of reduced
FEV1 percent predicted with an FEV1/FVC ratio above 0.7. The
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relative amounts of each LHE pattern are presented by GOLD
stage. The most common patterns are the NE, mild centrilobu-
lar, and moderate centrilobular patterns. The PB pattern is less
common, and the severe centrilobular and PL patterns are pres-
ent only in severely affected GOLD 2–4 subjects. To focus only
on individuals without spirometrically diagnosed COPD or with
definite COPD, we excluded from further analysis those indi-
viduals who were GOLD stage 1 or who were unclassifiable by
GOLD criteria.

The Relation of LHE Patterns to GOLD Stage and %LAA-950

The median percentage of each LHE pattern by GOLD stage is
shown in Figure 2. As expected, the amount of LHE increases

with increasing GOLD stage, except for the NE and mild cen-
trilobular patterns. The median amount of the mild centrilobu-
lar pattern is highest in GOLD 2 subjects, and it is present to
a significant degree even in smoking control subjects.

The relationship between LHE patterns and %LAA-950 is
shown in Figure 3. The relative abundance of LHE patterns
differs by the overall burden of %LAA-950. In individuals
whose %LAA-950 emphysema was less than 10%, the mild
centrilobular pattern is the predominant class of diseased lung.
At greater than or equal to 10% LAA-950 emphysema, the mod-
erate centrilobular pattern predominates, with an increasing
amount of severe centrilobular, PL, and PB types as %LAA-
950 emphysema increases.

Figure 1. Prototypic lung computed tomography (CT) patches for each local histogram emphysema pattern as regions of interest (A) and in context

(B). Representative regions of interest local histograms (C, top) and local histogram emphysema classification results for a sagittal slice corresponding
to a COPDGene subject with severe emphysema (C, bottom). CL1 ¼ mild centrilobular; CL2 ¼ moderate centrilobular; CL3 ¼ severe centrilobular;

NE ¼ nonemphysematous; PB ¼ pleural-based; PL ¼ panlobular.

TABLE 1. SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS

All Subjects GOLD U* GOLD 0† GOLD 1 GOLD 2–4

N 9,313 1,113 4,069 746 3,385

Age, mean (SD) 60 (9) 57 (8) 57 (8) 62 (9) 63 (9)

Sex, % female 46 54 47 42 44

Race, % African-American 32 42 40 22 22

Pack-years, median (IQR) 39 (27) 38 (26) 34 (23) 40 (26) 47 (32)

FEV1, % of predicted, mean (SD) 77 (25) 71 (8) 98 (12) 91 (9) 51 (18)

Emphysema at 2950 HU, median (IQR) 2 (6) 1 (1) 1 (2) 3 (6) 8 (18)

NE, median (IQR) 64 (43) 72 (25) 74 (22) 60 (36) 32 (48)

CL1, median (IQR) 24 (16) 23 (18) 21 (15) 26 (15) 26 (16)

CL2, median (IQR) 5 (16) 2 (4) 2 (4) 7 (13) 22 (33)

CL3, median (IQR) 0 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (1) 1 (7)

PL, median (IQR) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (3)

PB, median (IQR) 2 (4) 2 (2) 2 (2) 3 (4) 5 (7)

Definition of abbreviations: CL1 ¼mild centrilobular; CL2 ¼moderate centrilobular; CL3 ¼ severe centrilobular; GOLD ¼ Global

Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; IQR ¼ interquartile range; NE ¼ nonemphysematous; PB ¼ pleural-based; PL ¼
panlobular.

Quantitative emphysema values are % of computed tomography lung volume.

*GOLD U: GOLD “unclassified” subjects (i.e., those with FEV1% predicted , 80% but FEV1/FVC . 0.7).
yGOLD 0: control smokers.
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Relation of LHE Patterns to Each Other and to %LAA-950

The scatterplot matrix in Figure E5 demonstrates the highly non-
linear bivariate relation between some LHE patterns and
%LAA-950. This nonlinearity is most pronounced for the mild
centrilobular and PB pattern. There are two distinct populations
of subjects with moderate levels of the mild centrilobular pat-
tern: those with relatively low amounts of emphysema by stan-
dard quantitative measurement (i.e., %LAA-950), and those
with a significant burden of %LAA-950. In contrast, the severe
centrilobular and PL patterns show a roughly linear relation with
%LAA-950. The Spearman correlation between %LAA-950
and the moderate centrilobular, severe centrilobular, and PL pat-
terns ranges from 0.82–0.96 (see Table E5). PB emphysema also
shows a strong correlation with %LAA-950 of 0.89, although
visual inspection clearly demonstrates a nonlinear relationship.

Association of LHE Patterns with Physiologic, Functional

Measures, and Health Care Use

All LHE patterns were strongly associated with multiple mea-
sures of respiratory physiology, functional status, and health care
use (see Tables E6–E8). Most of these associations remained
significant after adjustment for %LAA-950, suggesting that
LHE patterns provide independent information from that pro-
vided by %LAA-950.

The estimated impact for each 10% increase in each LHE pat-
tern is shown in Figure 4 for key COPD-related measures of
airflow obstruction; dyspnea (MMRC score); functional status
(6MWD); and exacerbation frequency. Before adjustment for
%LAA-950, the effect of each emphysema type increases with
the severity of LHE pattern (i.e., normal,mild centrilobular,
moderate centrilobular , severe centrilobular , PL). The PB
emphysema pattern was generally associated with the largest rel-
ative impact, a pattern that persisted after adjustment for
%LAA-950. After %LAA-950 adjustment, the effect of moderate

centrilobular emphysema was attenuated but remained highly sig-
nificant (P , 1026 for all three outcomes), and the effects for the
mild centrilobular, severe centrilobular, and PL patterns were
highly attenuated or, in some cases, reversed.

Relative Predictive Power of LHE Patterns and %LAA-950

To compare the predictive ability of LHE patterns versus
%LAA-950 for key COPD-related physiologic, functional,
and health care use measures, we examined the model fit and
percentage of variance explained by models incorporating each
measure as a predictor. We constructed three sets of regression
models for each outcome relating (1) LHE patterns, (2) %LAA-
950, and (3) both LHE and %LAA-950 to the following out-
comes: FEV1% of predicted, 6MWD, MMRC dyspnea score,
and number of exacerbations over the past year. For each out-
come, the model incorporating LHE patterns provides a signif-
icantly better fit to the observed data than the model using
%LAA-950 alone (P , 5 3 1026 in all cases) and explains an
additional 1–4% of phenotypic variance (see Table E9). For
FEV1, 6MWD, and MMRC, the best model was that which
included both LHE and %LAA-950 (P , 5 3 1026 for all).
For the number of exacerbations over the past year there was
no significant difference between the LHE model and the model
including both LHE and %LAA-950 (P ¼ 0.92). Comparison of
the LHE patterns against %LAA-910 also showed the LHE
patterns were more predictive of these four COPD-related out-
comes (see Table E12), and the relative performance of the
LHE measures was insensitive to the exclusion of GOLD 1
subjects from analysis (see Table E13).

Mild Centrilobular Pattern as an Early Disease Indicator

in Smokers with Preserved Lung Function

Given the relatively large burden of the mild centrilobular pat-
tern in control smokers, we conducted association analyses lim-
ited to GOLD 0 smokers to test the association between LHE

Figure 2. Median percentage of lung tissue with an attenuation value
less than 2950 Hounsfield units (%LAA-950) and each local histogram-

based emphysema pattern stratified by Global Initiative for Chronic

Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) stage. CL1 ¼ mild centrilobular; CL2 ¼
moderate centrilobular; CL3 ¼ severe centrilobular; GOLD 0 ¼ control
smokers; NE¼ nonemphysematous; PB¼ pleural-based; PL¼ panlobular.

Figure 3. Median percentage of each pathologic local histogram-based

emphysema pattern within strata of lung attenuation less than 2950
Hounsfield units (%LAA-950). CL1 ¼ mild centrilobular; CL2 ¼ moder-

ate centrilobular; CL3 ¼ severe centrilobular; PB ¼ pleural-based; PL ¼
panlobular.
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patterns and physiologic and functional measures in “healthy”
smokers (see Table E14). In control smokers, the mild centri-
lobular pattern is significantly associated with lower FEV1,
more dyspnea, shorter 6MWD, and a higher likelihood of ste-
roid inhaler use (P , 5 3 1026, 0.003, , 5 3 1026, and 0.0004,
respectively).

DISCUSSION

In this paper we describe the epidemiologic associations between
distinctCT local attenuation patterns andphysiologic, functional,
andhealthcareusemeasures inalargecohortofsmokers.Wedem-
onstrate that these patterns are strongly associated with a wide
range of COPD-related physiologic, functional, and health care
usemeasures,andweshowthat, comparedwith%LAA-950, these
patterns are more predictive of FEV1, MMRC dyspnea score,
6MWD, and annual number of exacerbations. Thus, compared
with a standard measure of quantitative emphysema, these dis-
tinct CT patterns provide novel, independent information rele-
vant to COPD epidemiology and phenotyping.

There have been several investigations focused on the detec-
tionandclassificationofparenchymaldiseaseonCTscan.Although
collectively these methods may be referred to as textural anal-
ysis, each varies in its approach and clinical application. Chabat
and colleagues (29) used a 13-feature vector and (29) Bayesian
classifier to discriminate parenchymal disease type in 33 subjects.
More recently Park and coworkers (28) applied a texture-based
classifier to the CT scans of 39 subjects with emphysema and
demonstrated that disease type may be a stronger predictor of
lung function than%LAA.Uppaluri,Xu, andHoffmanwere able
todemonstrate inmultiple publications that the adaptivemultiple
feature method technique could detect distinct patterns of em-
physema on CT with reasonable agreement with human observ-
ers and excellent reproducibility (27, 39, 40). Sørenson and
coworkers (26) investigated multiple texture-based techniques
using CT data from 39 smokers and determined that a method
using local binary patterns combined with intensity histograms
provided the best performance in a cross-validation study. Gins-
burg and coworkers (41) trained a multiple regression classifier

Figure 4. Estimated effect sizes from separate regression models relating each local histogram emphysema pattern to chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD)–related measures of disease severity. Barplots show the estimated effect of a 10% increase in each local histogram-based emphy-

sema pattern on FEV1 % of predicted (A), Modified Medical Research Council (MMRC) dyspnea score (B), 6-minute walk distance (C), and number

of COPD exacerbations in the past year (D). CL1 ¼ mild centrilobular; CL2 ¼ moderate centrilobular; CL3 ¼ severe centrilobular; NE ¼ non-
emphysematous pattern; PB ¼ pleural-based; PL ¼ panlobular.
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with run and gap-length textural features to detect emphysema
patterns in 105 CT scans from smokers and nonsmokers. The
emphysema classification approach applied in this paper uses lo-
cal lung density histogram information estimated by means of
akernel density estimator to classify parenchymal regions accord-
ing to their emphysema status using a kNN classifier. This more
parsimonious technique allows for a high degree of computational
efficiency and scalability to large data sets. It has been previously
shown that local lung density is the most discriminative feature in
terms of classification performance when compared with local bi-
nary patterns with and without local density information (30).

This paper presents the first large-scale epidemiologic inves-
tigation of distinct emphysema patterns with physiologic and
functional measures in smokers representing the full spectrum
of smoking-related emphysema. The emphysema patterns iden-
tified by the local histogram method are based on the three main
classes of emphysema as defined by pathology (i.e., centrilobular,
PL, and paraseptal). The high prevalence of themild centrilobular
pattern in control smokers coupled with the association of this
pattern with worse lung function and functional status suggests
that radiographic evidence of clinically relevant emphysematous
destruction may be detectable even in control smokers. The
moderate centrilobular pattern shows strong associations and
large effects with many clinically relevant measures, and these
associations persist after adjustment for %LAA-950 indicating
that this pattern provides a strong signal for emphysematous lung
destruction across GOLD stages. The severe centrilobular and PL
patterns are less prevalent than the mild and moderate centrilob-
ular patterns, and they are highly correlated with %LAA-950,
suggesting that the information captured by these patterns is
largely captured by %LAA-950. The PB pattern detects em-
physema associated with a pleural surface, and interestingly
this pattern shows the strongest effects for many of the meas-
ures studied. Although this suggests that PB emphysema may
be a marker of severe disease, it should also be noted that the
prevalence of this pattern is low compared with the mild and
moderate centrilobular patterns. It is more accurate to describe
this pattern as PB rather than paraseptal emphysema, because
the pattern captured by the algorithm includes emphysema that
may be a contiguous extension of centrilobular and PL emphy-
sema. The automatic detection of paraseptal emphysema poses
unique challenges and requires information about relative
position within the lung in addition to textural information. Ad-
ditional work needs to be done to improve the automatic iden-
tification of this emphysema type.

Our findings shed new light on traditional densitometric
measures, such as %LAA-950. LHE patterns vary greatly by
overall level of %LAA-950 quantified emphysema, suggesting
that there is a great deal of diversity in emphysema pattern that
is not captured by %LAA-950. In addition to providing better
understanding of densitometric measures, LHE patterns provide
phenotypic information above and beyond that provided by
%LAA-950 emphysema. When the predictive power of LHE
and %LAA-950 emphysema were compared in multivariate
models for FEV1, MMRC score, 6MWD, and exacerbation fre-
quency, the LHE patterns explained a larger proportion of var-
iance than %LAA-950 emphysema, although both emphysema
quantification measures provided some degree of independent
information.

One of the limitations of this study is that it does not assess the
correlation between local histogram emphysema patterns and
pathology. Although LHE patterns are based on an expert’s vi-
sual assessment, the relationship between local histogram mea-
sures, visual emphysemaassessments, andpathologic emphysema
requires further investigation. We present extensive data in the
online supplement on the repeatability and visual confirmation of

these patterns. Such confirmation is important for the interpreta-
tion and validation of emphysema patterns; however, the validity
of the clinical associations observed in this paper does not depend
on the correlation of these measures with pathology or visual
assessments. There are limitations to the use of visual emphysema
in particular as a gold standard for quantitative emphysema
assessment, because the interobserver agreement in visual as-
sessment of emphysema patterns has been shown to be fair to
moderate (39, 42).

Many ROIs do not perfectly overlap a secondary lobule and
may capture heterogeneous areas of emphysematous involve-
ment. However, the variability of the LHE percentages for
two different spacing schemes for the ROI center was less than
0.5% in median value (see Figure E4). Despite this limitation,
strong associations with COPD-associated measures were ob-
served with LHE patterns, suggesting that clustering of emphy-
sema types in the lung may have minimized the effect of ROI
heterogeneity. This observation is in line with theoretical work
suggesting that a complex interplay of forces, including mechan-
ical forces, promotes the local propagation of emphysema (43).

Our LHE classification is based on distinct emphysema pat-
terns defined according to the Fleischner Society (44). However,
it is clear that in our data certain patterns, such as theCL3 andPL,
are highly correlated with each other and with %LAA-950, rais-
ing the question of how truly distinct are these patterns. Addi-
tional work remains to be done integrating information from
data-driven emphysema quantification algorithms and expert-
derived emphysema classification patterns. Data-driven classifi-
cation algorithms, such as theLHEapproach, canoffer a different
perspective on fundamental questions, such as the number of
different subtypes of emphysema.

Using a novel classification technique based on local density
histograms, we quantified the amount of distinct emphysema pat-
terns in CT scans from 9,313 smokers in the COPDGene study.
The associations between these patterns and various physiologic,
functional, and health care use measures suggest that informa-
tion relating to distinct CT emphysema patterns provides novel
insight into COPD epidemiology and can be more predictive of
COPD-related measures than %LAA-950.
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